We begin by reviewing some essential features. By a Rίemannίan manifold M we understand a connected C°°-manifold modelled on some Hubert space H, such that the tangent space TM P ~ H carries a scalar product < , } p which is C°° in p e M and defines on TM P a norm || || p equivalent to the original norm of H.
THE HOPF-RINOW THEOREM IN INFINITE DIMENSION

IVAR EKELAND
I. Statement of results
We begin by reviewing some essential features. By a Rίemannίan manifold M we understand a connected C°°-manifold modelled on some Hubert space H, such that the tangent space TM P ~ H carries a scalar product < , } p which is C°° in p e M and defines on TM P a norm || || p equivalent to the original norm of H.
Ifp and q are two points in M, a path from p to q is a continuous map c: [ It is compatible with the manifold topology of M. Any path c <= ^ such that (i 7 ? #) = ^?( c ) an( i t ne speed || c || c is constant will be called a minimal geodesic; it must be C°° and satisfy the equation (where V denotes the Levi-Civita connection) ( 
1.3)
Γ i(t) c(0 = 0 , which means that c\t) is obtained from c(0) e TM P by parallel translation along c. Conversely, any solution c of (1.3) is called a geodesic. The manifold M will often be assumed to be complete for the metric d; this will imply that solutions of (1.3) are defined for all t e R, i.e., that geodesies can be indefinitely extended. Throughout this paper, for δ > 0 and p £ M, we shall use the following notations : Whenever the solution of (1.3) with the initial condition c(0) = ξe TM P exists up to t = 1, we set exp p ξ = c(l), and call exp p the exponential map. If the Riemannian manifold M is complete, exp p £ is defined for all ξ e ΓM P . Even if it is not, by the usual theorems on differential equations (e.g., [5, Th. IV. 1]), there is a neighborhood °U of (0, p) in TM such that the map (?, m) -• €xp m ξ is well-defined and C°° on <8r. Now consider the map (ξ, m) -• (exp TO f, m) from % to M X M. Its tangent map at (0, p) is easily seen to be an isomorphism, so that we can apply the implicit function theorem. It follows that we can find δ ι > 0 with the property that, for all δ e ]0, 3J, there exists an η > 0 such that, whenever m e ^j, we have the inclusion J^ Z) ^j, and the map exp m : B h m -> ^^ is an isomorphism. Note in particular that any two points in ^j can be joined by a unique minimal geodesic, depending smoothly on the endpoints; i.e., whenever q and m belong to J j, there is a single ξ e ΓΛf g such that m = exp ρ ξ, and the map (w,^) -> f is C°°.
We define Δ(p) as the supremum of all η > 0 with the property that any two points in ^\ can be joined by a unique minimal geodesic, depending smoothly on the end points. We have just shown that Δ(p) > 0. It follows from the definition that, for all δ € ]0, Δ(p)[, the exponential map is a C°° diffeomorphism of The Hopf-Rinow theorem [7] states that any two points on a complete finitedimensional Riemannian manifold can be joined by a minimal geodesic. This is no longer true in the infinite-dimensional case as observed by Grossman [4] and MacAlpin [6] , who construct in Hubert space an infinite-dimensional ellipsoid, the great axis points of which cannot be joined by a minimal geodesic. Recently, Atkin [1] has modified the Grossman counterexample to construct a complete infinite-dimensional Riemannian manifold M, and give two points on M which cannot be joined by any geodesic at all. In other words, the exponential map need not be surjective in the infinite-dimensional case.
In a preceding paper [2] , the author proved that any two points can be joined by a path which is almost a minimal geodesic. Since M is a complete metric space, the Baire category theorem holds on M, so that a dense G δ subset of M is very large indeed for instance, a countable intersection of dense G δ subsets is still a dense G δ subset, and hence nonempty.
Note that the "uniqueness" part is of interest even when M is finite dimensional. In this case, M\T is the set of points p z M such that there exist at least two minimizing geodesies from p to q, and is known as the cut locus of q. Theorem B thus implies that the cut locus of any point in a complete finitedimensional Riemannian manifold is included in a countable union of closed subsets with empty interior. This is a known fact, although the usual proof is different, relying on transversality arguments applied to the exponential map from q. In the infinite-dimensional case, however, even the "existence" part of Theorem B is new, settling a question raised in [1] and [2] .
The proofs of Theorem A and B rely on special versions of Theorem 1.1 of [2] , which is rephrased here for the reader's convenience (taking λ = Ve in the original statement) : Theorem 1.1. Let V be a complete metric space, and F: V'-> R a lower semicontinuous function such that inf F Φ + oo. For every ε > 0, there exists some point u e V such that (1.9) F(u)< ε + mfF, Similarly, the proof of Theorem B will rely on a "local, Riemannian" version of Theorem 1.1. In [3] , such a result was proved in the framework of Banach spaces with differentiable norms, and it is of course no trouble at all to restate it in framework of Riemannian manifolds. We begin by a definition: Definition 1.2. Let M be a Riemannian manifold, and /a real-valued function on M. We shall say that / is locally ε-supported at p e M iff there exist an open neighborhood °ll of p and a C°° function g\%-^R such that g(p) = 0 and
Taking the local chart defined by the exponential map, we get the following characterization. Proposition 1.3. Iffίs locally ε-supported at p e M, for every ε f > ε there exist rf > 0 and ζ / e TM p such that
Conversely, if formula (1.14) /zo/Λ with ε f = ε, then f is locally ε-supported at p. Proof Let us first assume formula (1.14) holds with ε f = ε, for some rf -Ύ] > 0 and some ζ' = ζ e ΓM P . We can always assume that η < A(p), so that expp 1 is a well-defined C°° map from ffl v onto ^, and formula (1.6) holds. Writing all this into (1.14), we get
which coincides with formula (1.13) if we define g: @&\ -> i? by
There remains to prove the first part of Proposition 1.3. Assume condition (1.13) is satisfied, and let ε f > ε be given. Choose η e ] e 0, Δ(p)[ so small that JJC ^. Taking formula (1.6) into account, we rewrite (1.13) as
But the function g o exp p : 5^ -> i? is differentiable at zero, so that there exist η r e ]0, η[ and ζ' e TM P with (recall that ^(/?) = 0)
Formulas (1.17) and (1.18) together yield (1.14). q.e.d. It is clear from the definition that if / is Frechet-differentiable at p, then both/and -/ are locally ε-supported at p for every ε > 0. The converse is proved in [3] . So Definition 1.2 can be looked upon as a very weak differentiability property. Its main interest is that it holds for all points of a dense (not
be a Riemannian manifold, and fa lower semi-continuous function on M. For every ε > 0, the set of all points p € M at which f is locally ε-supported is dense in M.
Proof. Let there be given a point q^M and a neighborhood ψ* of q. We have to find some point/? € ΊV where /is locally ε-supported.
Choose δ e ]0, Δ(q)[ so small that B\<ZLiΓ and/is bounded from below on 8&\ (because of the lower semi-continuity):
By Lemma 1.4 below, we can assume that the closure JF* is complete in the induced ^/-metric.
Define a function ψ: <% Clearly, ψ is lower semi-continuous on i% q and smooth on &\. We now set φ = ψ + / This is a lower semi-continuous function, bounded from below, on the complete metric space M\. By Theorem 1.1, there is some point/? e 88\ such that
By formula (1.21), φ(p) is finite, so p 6 J J C f. Writing φ = ψ + / into formula (1.22), we get
But this is exactly Definition 1.3, with g(m) = ψ(/?) -ψ(m), so /is locally ε-supported at p, and the proof is complete, q.e.d.
Note that we did not assume the Riemannian manifold M to be complete. This is because of Lemma 1. It follows from this estimation that if q n , n e TV, is a Cauchy sequence in & r , then exp" 1 q n will be a Cauchy sequence in B p9 and hence will converge to some ξ € B r p , so that q n will converge to exp p ξ e U8 T P . Hence ^ is complete, and so is the proof.
II. Proof of Theorem B
From now on, we are given a complete Riemannian manifold M and some point q e M. A first consequence of this is as follows. Applying the triangle inequality,
and taking formula (1.6) into account, we get which means that If c f <= <g% is any other path with L(c') < d(p, q) + βδ 9 and if s' <= Γ^c'), we also will have, setting ξ'(s') = exp" 1 c'Cs'), (2.14) ||f^0/« + C/llClipIIJ < 2(2e' + /3)(1 + ε')" 1 .
Comparing formulas (2.13) and (2.14), we get
Taking inequality (2.4) into account, this becomes can be joined by a minimal geodesic depending smoothly on the end points, so η < Z>(m) for all m e ^J, Clearly,
Using the triangle inequality we get Let /?,, be an increasing sequence such that: δ n < ρ n < £>(/?) and ^o n -> Z>(/?). Now let c n be any sequence in <&% such that L q p (c n ) -• J(/7, ^) and c n is geodesic inside ^n. By readjusting the time parameter if necessary, we may assume that there exists ξ n e S^ with c n (t) = exp p tξ n for 0 < t < p n , so that ξ n = c n (0)/\\c n (0)\\ p . Note that whenever k > n, we have δ n < p n < p k9 so that c k intersects £f δ n n at exp p δ n ξ k .
For any prescribed n, there is an
Taking any / > k > N, we find by the preceding remark that both δ n ξt and δ n ξ k belong to c δ /(a n ). By formula (2.34), this boils down to
so that the sequence ξ n is Cauchy, and hence converges in S*. q.e.d. Take (q,p) . We know that c n (0)/||c n (0)|| p converges to some f in S p . Now this limit f cannot depend on the particular sequence chosen. For if c' n were another, with ^(0)/||c^(0)|| p converging to f, we could define a third sequence c' n ' with the same properties by setting alternatively c" = c n if n is odd and c" = c' n \ΐ n is even, and C(0)/|| C(0)|| p would still have to converge since p e R^. So ξ = ξ\ and we denote by μ p this common value.
Let c n be any sequence in #« such that
, and set c n (s n ) = exp p p n ξ n , with ξ n e S%. We replace c n by the shortcut c n constructed as follows: Let c n be a sequence in ^ such that Il(c n ) -• d(m 9 q) and c n is geodesic inside ffi^. We can write, by readjusting the time parameter if necessary, c n (t) = exp m tζ n for 0 < t < σ n9 with ||ζ n || TO = 1. Now set m -exp p D(p)μ p e M. We claim that the sequence c n (p n -δ) € M converges to m. From inequality (2.41) it will follow that the sequence ζ n converges in 5^, and Lemma 2.5 will be proved.
Since ρ n -» ^(^), we can choose N 1 so large that p n > δ whenever n > N l9 so that the sequence c n (p n -δ) is well-defined, starting at N lt Let ε > 0 be given. We have seen in Lemma 2.4 that misa nearest point to q in Sf\. It follows from this and formula (2.37) that We know that
Hence ρ n -δ < s n . Let us do some elementary computations again:
JO
J S n
Using inequality (2.41) and the fact that c n is geodesic inside J^", we reduce (2.47) to
But c n (O e Sf p v n \ using formula (2.37) yields
Writing this into formula (2.48), we get
Letting n go to infinity, we have by formula (2.42)
Adding (2.45) and (2.51) yields the desired result, q.e.d. The hard part of the proof is over now, and the remainder is soft analysis. For all n e N, define Ω n as the interior of R ι/n . By construction, Ω n is an open subset of M. By Lemma 2.2, for any ε € ]0, l/16/z 2 [, it contains the set T ε of all points p Φ q at which d q is ε-supported. By Theorem B r , the set T ε is dense in M. So Ω n9 n ζ. N, is a sequence of open dense subsets of M. Since M is a complete metric space, the Baire category theorem holds, and the intersection R = p| n Q n is a dense G δ subset of M. Note that R θ C 7^,, whenever 0 < θ < 0', so that R C Π* ^ It follows by Lemma 2.3 that i? <z iC We claim that from every p z R m there is a single minimal geodesic to q.
The proof now mimics the classical argument for Hopf-Rinow in the finitedimensional case (see [7] for instance). Take any/? e R^ and set p -d(p, q) . Take fora<t<l.
The length of c' is precisely ps + δβ, and ||c'|| c is constant. It follows by inequality (2.54) that c' is a minimizing geodesic from p to exp m fy/ TO /2. Since c'{f) = c(ts/ά) for 0 < t < a, and c also is a geodesic, we get (2.55) c\t) = c(ts/a) for 0 < t < 1 . 
